MEET YOUR BIOREPS!
GRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

CAITLIN POZMANTER
Class of 2014
cpozman1@jhu.edu

SARAH HADYNIAK
Class of 2015
shadyni1@jhu.edu

JESSIE KIRSHNER
Class of 2015
jkirshn3@jhu.edu

JOCELYN HAVERSAT
Class of 2016
jhavers1@jhu.edu

GREG FULLER
Class of 2016
gfuller9@jhu.edu

EMILY ZION
Class of 2017
ezion1@jhu.edu

IKENNA OKAFOR
Class of 2017
iokafor1@jhu.edu

STEPHANIE YAN
Class of 2018
syan11@jhu.edu

CHRISTINA MCMERNY
Class of 2018
cmcnern1@jhu.edu

DYLANTAYLOR
Class of 2019
dtaylo95@jhu.edu

BEN SOTO
Class of 2019
bsoto2@jhu.edu